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During the past few years, widespread support has emerged for the patient-centered medical home (PCMH) model of health care delivery. The PCMH combines traditional concepts of primary care (a personal physician providing first-contact, continuous, and comprehensive care) with newer responsibilities to systematically improve the health of the medical home’s patient population (e.g., through the use of chronic disease registries, information technology, and new options for communication between patients and the practice). The framework for the model was created by the American College of Physicians (ACP), the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), and the American Osteopathic Association (AOA) and has been endorsed by the American Medical Association (AMA) and several medical specialty associations, including the American College of Cardiology, the American College of Chest Physicians, and the American Academy of Neurology. This model is a prominent component of the health care reform bill recently signed by President Barack Obama and is being tested in dozens of pilot projects around the country; it has been promoted by the Patient-Centered Primary Care Collaborative, a coalition of more than 500 large employers, consumer groups, health plans, labor unions, and physician and hospital organizations.

Some specialist physicians are raising concerns about the medical home’s implications for their practices. Proponents of the model advocate reforms that would increase payments to practices that qualify as medical homes; these payments might well come, directly or indirectly, from funds that would otherwise have been used to pay specialists. In addition, some specialists who see patients frequently for a chronic disease believe that their practice should be able to serve as the medical home for those patients. For example, in recent testimony before a Senate committee, a representative of the Alliance of Specialty Medicine criticized the planned medical home demonstration project of
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) for excluding surgeons and argued that a urology practice may be the most appropriate PCMH for patients with prostate cancer or bladder-control problems. The AMA House of Delegates recently passed a resolution in support of permitting specialist practices to serve as medical homes. The ACP Council of Subspecialty Societies has produced a detailed statement arguing that specialist practices that provide long-term “principal care” for a chronic condition should be eligible to serve as medical homes.

The goals defining the medical home are quite ambitious (see box). Research to date suggests that it will not be easy to meet these standards, even for primary care practices or multispecialty practices that include primary care physicians. The extent to which specialist practices currently function as medical homes is unknown. Some evidence is provided by a recent telephone survey we conducted with leaders of medical practices consisting of 1 to 19 physicians. In this nationally representative study, which had an overall response rate of 63.4%, we surveyed leaders of 373 single-specialty cardiology, endocrinology, and pulmonology practices, which provide care for patients with chronic illnesses such as congestive heart failure, diabetes, and asthma. The survey included the following question: “In some cases, specialists also serve as primary care physicians for their patients. To the best of your knowledge, for approximately what percentage of patients, if any, do the physicians in your practice serve as principal care physicians as well as specialists?”

A total of 81% of practices reported that their physicians serve as primary care physicians for 10% or less of their patients, only 12.5% that they serve as primary care physicians for more than 20% of their patients, and only 2.7% that they do so for more than 50% of their patients (see table). Among the three types of specialists, endocrinologists were significantly more likely than the others to report serving as primary care physicians. In all three specialties, practices consisting of one or two physicians were significantly more likely than larger group practices to report serving as primary care physicians.

How should these findings be interpreted? On the one hand, they suggest that even according to their own report, the overwhelming majority of specialists provide primary care for very few or none of their patients. On the other hand, a small minority of specialists report serving as primary care physicians for a substantial number of patients. Given the goals of the PCMH, it is clear that serving as a medical home requires much more than merely providing primary care. Nevertheless, some specialists who believe they act as primary care physicians for certain patients might want to develop the capacity to have their practices serve as medical homes for these patients. The planned CMS medical home demonstration, which had been on hold pending passage of health care reform legislation, would permit specialty practices to serve as medical homes unless they are specifically excluded (as surgical specialties are). Practices would be required to meet the PCMH standards developed by the National Committee for Quality Assurance. The reform bill passed by the House would have permitted specialist practices providing “principal care” to qualify as medical homes; it defined “principal care physicians” as specialists who address “the majority of the . . . needs of patients with chronic conditions requiring the specialist’s . . . expertise.” The recently passed reform law does not include a reference to “principal care physicians.” Its definition of the medical home states that medical homes must include “personal physicians” (Sec. 3502c). Personal physicians are not defined, and the law elsewhere refers to medical homes as providing primary care. “Primary care” is defined as “the provision of integrated, accessible health care services by clinicians who are accountable for
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### Essential Functions of a Patient-Centered Medical Home

- Provide each patient with an ongoing relationship with a personal physician who is trained to provide first-contact, continuous, and comprehensive care.
- Provide care for acute and chronic conditions, preventive services, and end-of-life care, or arrange for other professionals to provide these services.
- Coordinate care across all elements of the health care system, with coordination facilitated by the use of registries and information technology.
- Provide enhanced access to care through systems such as open scheduling, expanded hours, and new options for communication between patients and the practice’s physicians and staff.
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*Adapted from the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American College of Physicians, and the American Osteopathic Association.*
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addressing a large majority of personal health care needs” (Sec. 3502f). The law also requires that medical homes meet criteria similar to those set out in the PCMH model jointly developed by the ACP, the AAFP, the AAP, and the AOA.

Should policymakers encourage some specialist practices to serve as medical homes? Four questions might be used to guide decision making. First, what does it mean to provide patients with comprehensive care? Is a specialist who provides care directly related to his or her specialty but refers patients to other specialists for most or all of their other health care needs really providing medical home services? Second, are some types of specialists, such as cardiologists, endocrinologists, and pulmonologists, more likely to be able to provide care for patients with a wider range of problems than other types of specialists, such as urologists or neurologists? Third, will specialists be willing or able to fundamentally redesign their practices so that they can provide the range of services required to function as a medical home? Even primary care practices will find it difficult to make such changes; will it be efficient for specialists to attempt it in order to provide a medical home for only a small percentage of the patients they see? Fourth, from the perspective of the health care system as a whole, is it an efficient allocation of resources for specialists to spend their time trying to function as primary care physicians?

It would be excessively rigid to prevent specialists who want their practices to serve as medical homes from pursuing this goal. But specialist-based medical homes should be required to meet the same standards as primary care–based medical homes, including the requirements for providing first-contact, continuous, and comprehensive care and for using systematic processes to improve the health of the practice’s patients.
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